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Abstract:   

Developments in modern electronics drive device design to small scale and 

higher electric fields and currents. Device size reductions to microscale and smaller have 

invalidated the assumption of avalanche formation for the traditional Paschen’s law for 

predicting gas breakdown. Under these conditions, the stronger electric fields induce field 

emission driven microscale gas breakdown; however, these theories often rely upon semi-

empirical models to account for surface effects and the dependence of gas ionization on 

electric field, making them difficult to use for predicting device behavior a priori.  

This dissertation hypothesizes that one may predict a priori how to tune 

emission physics and breakdown conditions by altering electrode conditions (sharpness 

and surface roughness), gap size, and pressure. Specifically, it focuses on experiments 

demonstrating the implications of surface roughness and emitter shape on gas breakdown 

for microscale and nanoscale devices at atmospheric pressure and simulations to extend 

traditional semi-empirical representations of the ionization coefficient to electric fields 

relevant for these operating conditions.  

Application:   

This dissertation provides the first comprehensive assessment of the implications of 

surface roughness on microscale gas breakdown, experimental measurements of the 

transition in gas breakdown and electron emission mechanisms at nanoscale, and 

extension of semi-empirical laws for ionization coefficient. These results will be valuable 

in developing theories for predicting emission and breakdown to guide nanoscale device 

design. 
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